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ABOUT US

This incomparable collection includes 144 key bibliographies for online consultation. These are not e-texts; they are scanned facsimiles of actual books. Standard reference works, many of them long out of print, as well as other significant and hard-to-find works are included. With the completion of its scanning program this year, the database now offers 144 reference works that provide a unique and unparalleled tool for researchers—students, librarians, professors, teachers, book professionals, and collectors.

First reference-point for book professionals and students to bibliographies on rare books

- Library of reference works in facsimile: 144 works comprising over almost a million pages.
- Research on authors, their writings, and the dates of editions accomplished with full-text search in a few seconds.
- Learn about rare books: links on book history for the student and the professional, including our own illustrated glossary.
- Multi-disciplinary: early printing, world literature, natural history, science, medicine, theology, cultural and area studies, Judaica, music, theology, art and architecture, among others.

Features:

- Basic Search with full-text search of a single reference work or of the entire database.
- Boolean, proximity, and fuzzy search features incorporated in the Basic Search.
- Advanced Search with full-text search of selected groups of reference works or by subject topics.
- Search term highlighting
- Save searches and view search history.
- Online Printing
An essential online collection, containing a wealth of material, with many invaluable benefits to the research community

2015 - on Rarebooks.info

- Two different updates that greatly widen our Title List
- An important software update: searches are now faster, simpler and more accurate
- New Topics: Film noir, Modern Press Books, as well as Modern American and English Authors

For librarians, cataloguers, and book professionals:

- Find and compare descriptions from different catalogues of rare books.
- Locate multiple copies of a given imprint and different dates of impression.
- Find information on the print history of a particular work or the impressions of a specific printer.
- Search provenance, including the armorials of important families.
- Search catalogues of some famous 19th century collectors, such as James de Rothschild, Edouard Rahir, Gerard de Berney, Jerome Pichon, Hector de Backer, and Baron Double.
- And much more.

Research on the history of the book:

- Learn about the careers of specific printers and their work (Aldus Manutius, William Caxton, the Elzevier family, the Estiennes).
- Study the typefaces of early English printers, the development of the early Oxford presses, and the contributions of early Spanish and Portuguese printers.
- Study French typographic marks in books printed in Paris.
- And much more.

Research on world literature:

With this collection, students and scholars of literature can examine bibliographies of the following:

Rarebooks.info – The Digital Library of Reference Works on Rare Books
British and American authors
German authors
French authors, including anonymous and pseudonymous ones
Classical literature
Hebrew books
Erotic literature
And much more…

**Research in religion:**

Scholars will find catalogues of liturgical books (Books of Hours) and all the known editions of the Bible.

**For the history of science and medicine:**

Search for all the books printed on arithmetic, study the history of American medical literature, or review the works of Sir Isaac Newton. Learn about the history of dentistry. Learn about the history of specific fields, such as botany and chemistry. And much more.

**For the study of travel, cultural history, and geography:**

Search for books written on China, on Japan, on the Hawaiian Islands, on the Americas, on mission literature, the maps of America, the almanacs of France. And much more.

**For art and architectural historians:**

Scholars can view at a glance the holdings of the Avery Architectural Library, search reference works on costumes and their history, and study the history of Italian wood engraving. And much more.

**This unique Electronic Database**

enables users to access specific information about individual authors or titles, and at the same time it opens up fresh, new ways to study the material
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In developing the pricing structure for its unique bibliography on rare books accessible in facsimile on the Internet, Rarebooks.info has tried to respond to the needs of its users. Educational institutions in North America have been classified into categories based on the Carnegie Classification. The same classification applies to European institutional users.

**Perpetual Access**
Perpetual access provides subscribers with long-term access to material after the expiration of their subscriptions. Users pay only a 150 Euro ($200.00) access fee each year instead of more substantial renewal prices.

Access is unlimited and by IP address(es).

**Campus Wide/Unlimited number if users Subscription for single institutions**

The Campus Wide/Unlimited number of users Subscription License is meant for large institutions with users in different academic departments.

Access is unlimited and by IP address(es).

**Standard Subscription License**

The Standard Subscription License is ideal for large institutions with fewer users in relevant departments and average-sized institutions that do not have the needs for full-domain campus-wide access with an unlimited number of simultaneous users.

The Standard Subscription License offers access to the full information but is limited to three simultaneous users. Access is by IP address(es).

**Basic Subscription License**

The Basic Subscription License is ideal for special libraries, high schools, public libraries, academic departments, and others who do not have the budgets, resources, or the needs for a Standard Subscription License.
The Basic Subscription License offers most of the features of Standard Subscription License, but access is limited to one simultaneous user. Remote access is not included in the Basic Subscription License. Access is by IP address.

**Consortium/Multiple-Campus Subscription**

Volume discounts are available for qualifying groups of institutions and multi-site licenses. The consortium or multiple-campus volume discount level will be determined by the total number of subscribing members. The total price for the consortium is the sum of all prices for the different licenses chosen by participating members of the consortium minus the discount.

Multiple-campus and consortium pricing will apply in situations where contract negotiations are coordinated by a single negotiator for all campuses involved. A Consortium or Multiple-Campus Subscription requires that at least four members of the consortium participate.

**Individual Subscription License**

The Individual Subscription License is available for personal use only. It offers a single user name and password that **must not be shared**. Access to the service is available from any computer, providing the correct user name and password are entered.

### PRICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>North America &amp; Europe</th>
<th>Academic Institutes</th>
<th>Public Libraries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doctoral/Research Universities I &amp; II</td>
<td>Baccalaureate Colleges I &amp; II Associate’s Colleges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Campus Wide/Unlimited users</strong></td>
<td>US$ 1,650.00</td>
<td>US$ 1,650.00US$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard License</strong></td>
<td>US$ 1,180.00</td>
<td>US$ 1,180.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic License</strong></td>
<td>US$ 760.00</td>
<td>US$ 760.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perpetual Access</strong></td>
<td>US$ 19,000.00</td>
<td>US$ 19,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All subscription rates are annual. Dollar prices are approximate and are not guaranteed; final pricing will be based on the exchange rate. VAT should be added to the prices, if applicable.

**SPECIAL DISCOUNTS WILL APPLY TO CONSORTIA**

Rarebooks.info has been optimized to operate with Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 or higher or Netscape Navigator 5, 6 and 7. The minimum operating system required is Windows 95.
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2970 N. Lake Shore Drive  
Chicago, IL 60657  
Tel. 773-929-5986  
Fax. 773-528-3976